Abstract-Learning programming is a difficult task. Such difficulties depends on the chosen programming language and the exposure to the single programming concept. Mainstream programming languages such as Java, C and C++ are the most popular. But their innate complexity and the complexity of their tools risk to divert students' attention from the key point of learning appropriate programming techniques in general. Students that approach learning programming tend to focus on learning the programming language since it looks more practicable. The prominent issue lies within the core components of these languages: each programming language consists of many different features-such as control flow, variable definition, and so on-, each bound to a different group of constructs of the language. Due to their strict intertwining, the students are forced to keep up with a considerable quantity of unknown constructs and concepts since the beginning. This issue aggravates if we consider that many of these constructs are not meant to be fully explained until much further in the course, or worse, never. Also support tools, as IDEs, do not help the teacher in the compartmentalization of the programming concepts since they provide the students with code skeletons to fill without considering any language restriction.
